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Act 1: Ordinary World
 Ordinary World
 Call to Adventure
 Refusal of the Call & Meeting with the Mentor
 Crossing the Threshold

Act 2: Special World
 Tests, Allies, Enemies
 Approach to the Inmost Cave
 Ordeal
 Reward (Seizing the Sword)

Act 3: Ordinary World
 The Road Back
 Resurrection
 Return with the Elixir



Act One



1.  Ordinary World:

 Show the hero in her customary element

 This sets the tone and suggests the 
dramatic question of the story

 Make the Ordinary World as different as 

possible from the Special World

 State the theme of your story



O&G: Flashbacks to his youth & birthday night 
bash with father and hookers

TR: Shane Falco cleaning boats & finds trophy
SW: Luke on his farm with aunt & uncle. Wants to 
see more . . .



2.  Call to Adventure:

 Establishes the stakes of the game

 Makes the hero's goal clear

 Hero is presented with a challenge or 

adventure to undertake and cannot 

remain in her Ordinary World



O&G: Zack tells father he’s going to Air Force OCS
PW: Edward meets Vivian on the road.

SW: Luke finds R2D2 and the holographic message 
from Princess Leia



3. Refusal of the Call (the Reluctant Hero 
and Meeting the Mentor):

 Hero has not committed to the journey
 Requires the assistance of a Mentor
 The Mentor is one of the most important 

themes in mythology.  It stands for the bond 
between parent and child, teacher and 
student, god and man.

 Meeting with the Mentor provides the hero 
knowledge, confidence, etc. to undertake the 
Journey



O&G:  Father tells Zack “You’re not officer material.” 
Hides tattoo to hide true self.
PW: Edward going to throw out Vivian for using drugs.
B&B: Beast offers Belle chance to switch places with 
father.



4.  Crossing the First Threshold:
 Hero agrees to face the challenge of problem 

posed in the Call to Adventure
 Crossing into the Special World is an act of 

will
 Often illustrated by showing the hero 

crossing a physical barriers, i.e. door, bridge.
 This is the turning point in which the 

adventure actually begins



O&G: Zack enters the base to face Drill Sergeant 
and OCs.

PW: Edward sees a different Vivian. Concierge as 
mentor
TR:  Shane goes to practice with the team.



Act Two



5.  Tests, Allies and Enemies:
 Hero is presented with challenges and tests
 Makes allies and enemies
 These tests show us the hero's character as 

she and her companions respond to the tests
 Tests prepare the Hero for greater ordeals 

ahead
 This is our first view of the Special World 

which should strike a sharp contrast to the 
Ordinary World the hero has just left

 "Getting to know you" scenes common at this 
point



O&G: Zack meets OCs, Paula, Lynette. Friendship 
with Sid.

PW: Vivian goes to dinner with Edward
SW: Luke meets Han Solo, Chewbacca.
TR:  Shane meets team & they bond.



6.  Approach to the Inmost Cave:

 Hero confronts and prepares for achieving 

her goal

 May suffer setbacks or reversals of 

fortune



O&G: Zack applies himself to classes & OC 
training. Still not “Gentleman.”

SW: Luke is taught by Obi Wan. Light Saber.
TR:  Shane learns to trust himself and his team.



7.  The Supreme Ordeal:

 Fortunes of the hero hit rock bottom

 This is a critical moment and is the major 
source of the heroic myth

 Will the hero live or die, or appear to die 

so that they may be born again

 This is the crisis.  The central event of the 

story.

 Hero faces her greatest fear



O&G: Hero has to survive request to DOR. Faces 
his greatest fear.  “I have nowhere else to go.”

B&B:  Beast lets Belle return to her father.
TR:  Real QB returns and Shane goes back to his 
boat.



8.  Reward (Seizing the Sword):

 Having survived, the hero celebrates

 Hero takes possession of the Reward

 Sometimes the Reward is Knowledge

 Often a place in the story where the hero 

and his allies recall what has happened 

and how they have reached this place

 These quiet moments allow us to get to 
know the characters better



O&G: Hero realizes he has friends. A love interest.
SW: Having rescued Leia, Luke becomes pilot.

TR:  Hero realizes he has friends, but leaves 
behind love interest.



Act Three



9.  The Road Back:

 Decision to return to the Ordinary World

 Special World is left behind as the hero 
returns to a starting point or continues on 

her journey

 This can be another moment of crisis or a 

reversal of the Hero's good fortune

 The change in the hero's character must 
be shown at this stage



O&G: Friendships continue to develop.
PW:  Vivian is attacked & Edward fights for her.

SW:  Luke joins rebel offensive.



10.  Resurrection
 A second life-and-death moment (a la Supreme 

Ordeal)
 Death and darkness get in one last shot before 

finally being defeated
 Opportunity to show how the hero has absorbed 

lessons from the Mentor, Allies and Enemies
 The stakes are at their highest here and you 

must show the awareness the hero has reached 
on his journey

 The change should not be abrupt, but should 
have been gradually becoming obvious to the 
reader



O&G:  Sid commits suicide.  Fight with Drill 
Sergeant.

PW: Edward walks on high balcony.
SW:  Luke destroys the Death Star.
TR:  Shane returns to the team.



 11.  Return with the Elixir

 Hero returns to the Ordinary World

 Hero brings with her some Elixir -- the 
lesson or treasure from the Special World

 That elixir can be some treasure or love, 

freedom, wisdom, knowledge or 

sometimes, just coming home with a good 

story to tell.



O&G:  Zack becomes officer & returns for Paula.
PW: Edward changes deal & goes after Vivian.

SW: Luke has done all that he wanted to do.
TR: Shane overcomes fear to make winning play.
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